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ABSTRACT

Multidimensional continuous systems arising from phy�
sical applications with distributed parameters are con�
ventionally modelled by partial di�erential equations�
This paper presents an alternate description by transfer
functions based on suitably chosen functional transfor�
mations� Signal processing techniques lead to discrete
simulation models which are suitable for computer im�
plementation� Numerical results show considerable sa�
vings in computer time over existing numerical methods�

� INTRODUCTION

Multidimensional �MD� systems describe relations bet�
ween signals depending on two or more independent va�
riables� In many physical and technical applications
these are the time and space coordinates� The corre�
sponding systems are given in terms of partial di�eren�
tial equations �PDEs�� Typical applications are wave
propagation or heat and mass transfer�
In order to simulate the behaviour of these conti�

nuous MD systems on a digital computer� one has to
turn the PDE description into suitable discrete models
containing shift and delay operations instead of deri�
vatives� Traditionally� these models are created by re�
placing di�erentiation operators by di�erence operators
��nite di�erence methods� FDM� or by solving a varia�
tional problem on a set of �nite elements ��nite element
methods� FEM�� Recently� the use of MD wave�digital
�lters �	
 and functional transformation methods ��� �

has been proposed� The latter approach consists of two
key points

� employ functional transformations for the indepen�
dent variables to describe the continuous system by
multidimensional transfer functions�

� derive from these transfer functions a discrete mo�
del in the form of a multidimensional di�erence
equation suitable for computer implementation�

This approach will be explained here for two kinds of
systems given by a hyperbolic and a parabolic PDE�
respectively�

� CONTINUOUS SYSTEM

The �rst step is the transfer function representation of
a MD system� It involves the proper choice of suitable
functional transformations for the time and space varia�
bles� We show this procedure at �rst for a hyperbolic
problem with simple geometry and boundary conditi�
ons and then for a parabolic problem on an arbitrary
domain and with more general boundary conditions�

��� Hyperbolic problem

As an example for a hyperbolic problem with one spatial
dimension we consider a transmission line described by
the telegraph equation with initial and boundary condi�
tions �dots and primes denote time and space derivati�
ves�

lc �y�x� t� � �lg � rc� �y�x� t� � rg y�x� t� � y���x� t� ���

y�x� �� � �� �y�x� �� � � �	�

y�x�� t� � ��t�� y�x�� t� � � ���

The constants l� c� r� g represent the electrical properties�
x� and x� are the space coordinates of the line termina�
tions� Application of the Laplace transformation with
respect to time removes the additional initial conditions
and gives the boundary value problem

G
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In order to remove also the boundary conditions� we
apply the �nite sine transformation ��
 to the space va�
riable

�Y ��� s� �

x�Z
x�

Y �x� s�K�x� �� dx � T fY �x� s�g ���



with the transformation kernel

K�x� ��� � sin ���x�x��� �� � �
�� �

x��x� � � � �� 	� �� � � �

���
The di�erentiation theorem for this transformation ta�
kes the form

T fY ���x�g � ���� �Y �x� ��� � ����s� ����

as is shown by integration by parts� Application of ���
and ���� to ��� gives the algebraic equation

�
G
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�
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which can be solved for the transformed solution
T fLfy�x� t�gg � �Y ���� s� of the PDE ���

�Y ���� s� � �Gb���� s���s� ��	�

with �Gb���� s� �
v�
�
��

�s�s����� �s�s����� �����

The poles s������ � �� � j�� of �Gb���� s� are the roots
of G��s� � ��� � � � �Gb���� s� is a twodimensional trans�
fer function with the frequency variables s and ��� The
multiplication of the transfer function with the input
��s� gives the desired transform of the output �Y ���� s��
Thus the frequency domain description ��	� of the MD
continuous system ��� parallels the conventional use of
Laplace transfer functions for onedimensional ��D� sy�
stems� e�g� in electrical network theory� The transfer
function description ��	� contains the same information
about the MD system as the PDE ���� Instead of deri�
ving a discrete simulation algorithm from the PDE� e�g�
with FDM or FEM� we can also start from the transfer
function in order to obtain a discrete simulation model�
The transmission line problem just considered bears

some simpli�cations in order to serve as an introductory
example� They result in a boundary value problem �����
for which the �nite sine transformation ��� is known
to yield an algebraic equation containing just the given
boundary value functions ����� In more general cases
such a transformation is not known a priori and has
to be determined from the PDE description of the MD
system� This will be shown brie�y in the next section�

��� Parabolic Problem

Consider the PDE description of a parabolic system

�y�x� t� � Lfy�x� t�g � v�x� t�� x � V �

y�x� �� � yi�x�� x � V �

fbfy�x� t�g � ��x� t�� x � S �

����

with the vector x of space variables in the domain V �
the self adjoint operator L of spatial derivatives� and
the boundary operator fb de�ned on the surface S� fb
may describe boundary conditions of the �rst� second�
or third kind� The excitation function v�x� t�� the initial

value yi�x�� and the boundary values ��x� t� are assu�
med to be known� L can be chosen to describe various
physical e�ects� e�g�

Lfy�x� t�g � � �

c�x�
�div�	�x�grad y�x� t��� ����

for heat and mass transfer problems with the material
constants c and 	�
Application of the Laplace transformation for the

time variable Lfy�x� t�g � Y �x� s� turns the initial�
boundary value problem into a boundary value problem
with the initial value as an additive term

sY �x� s� � LfY �x� s�g � V �x� s� � yi�x�� x � V

fbfY �x� s�g � ��x� s�� x � S �

����
In order to treat the boundary condition in the same
way� we apply a transformation T for the space variables
x such that the transform of LfY g is expressed by the
transform of Y and the known boundary values �� This
transformation is given by

T fY �x� s�g � �Y ���� s� �
R
V

c�x�Y �x� s�K�x� ���dV

T ��f�Y ���� s�g � Y �x� s� �
�P
���

�

N�

�Y ���� s�K�x� ��� �

����
K�x� ��� and �� are the orthogonal eigenfunctions and
eigenvalues of the Sturm�Liouville problem

LfK�x� ���g � ���K�x� ��� � fbfK�x� ���g � �� ����

The transformation T is called generalized Fou�
rier transformation or Sturm�Liouville transformation
�SLT� ��
 � Application of T to ���� gives an algebraic
equation� which can be solved for the transform of the
solution y�x� t� �see ��
�

�Y ���� s� � �G���� s�
�
�V ���� s� � �yi���� � ��b���� s�

�
����

This is the desired transfer function representation�
where �V ���� s�� �yi����� and ��b���� s� are the transforms
of the excitation� initial and boundary values� respec�
tively� The transfer function

�G���� s� �
�

s � ���
� �	��

describes the physical behaviour of ���� in the domain
of the frequency variables s and ���

� DISCRETE SYSTEM

In order to derive discrete simulation models we start
from the frequency domain description of a continuous
system and proceed in two steps�

� Time discretization turns the system with conti�
nuous time and space coordinates into a discrete
time� continuous space system� We call it a hybrid
system�



� Space discretization turns the hybrid system into
a discrete time� discrete space system or simply a
discrete system�

For the time discretization� we can apply well known
analog to discrete transformations from onedimensional
��D� signal processing like impulse� step� ramp invariant
or bilinear transformation�
The space discretization can be performed in two

ways� If the discrete frequency parameters �� of the
SLT are equidistant� then a multiplication in the spatial
frequency domain ���� turns into a convolution in the
space domain �x�� It can be approximated by a discrete
convolution performed at discrete values xn of the space
variable� On the other hand� the inverse SLT ���� can
also be performed numerically� even if the frequency pa�
rameters �� are not equally spaced� This is very �exible
and numerical e�ective as long as the series in ���� is
rapidly convergent�

��� Time discretization

The hybrid systems resulting from time discretization
are expected to take samples of the time dependent
functions at sampling interval T as input and to de�
liver samples of the output function y� These se�
quences are described in the frequency domain by the
Z�transformation�
For the hyperbolic problem� the input sequences are

given by ��z� � Zf��kT �g whith the discrete time va�
riable k� The frequency domain description of the hy�
perbolic system is

�Y ���� z� � �Gh
b ���� z���z� �	��

where �Gh
b ���� z� is to be determined from �Gb���� s��

With respect to time discretization� we can regard this
transfer function as a bilinear form in s with constant co�
e�cients� Application of well�known analog to discrete
transformations yields bilinear forms in z

�Gh
b ���� z� �

�b�����z� � �b�����z � �b�����

z� � �c�����z � c�
�		�

For example� impulse� step or ramp invariant
transformation yield the denominator coe�cients
�c����� � �	 exp���T � cos��T � c� � exp�	��T �� The
numerator coe�cients �bi���� depend on the speci�c kind
of transformation �see ��
 for details�� The structure of
the hybrid system is shown in �g� ��
Similar considerations for the parabolic system lead

to the structure in �g� 	� The feedback coe�cient is
�c���� � exp�����T � for the analog to discrete trans�
formations from above� The numerator coe�cients for
samples of the excitation and boundary value functions
are be�i���� and bb�i�����
The hybrid systems shown above resemble �rst and

second order discrete systems with respect to time�
Their variables are vectors of in�nite length containing

T T

��kT �

�yh���� k�
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Figure � Hybrid system for the hyperbolic problem
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Figure 	 Hybrid system for the parabolic problem �de�
pendence on �� omitted�

the discrete SLT coe�cients �indicated by double lines��
Stability tests from �D discrete systems can be applied
separately for each SLT coe�cient and show that the
systems in �gs� � and 	 are inherently stable�

��� Space discretization

The simplest way for the discretization of the space va�
riable x is to implement the hybrid system for a �nite
number N of SLT coe�cients ��� � � �� � � � � N and to
evaluate y�xn� k� � T ��f�yh���� k�g according to ����
at the discrete points xn of interest� However� depen�
ding on the boundary conditions� convergence problems
similar to Gibb�s phenomenon might occur close to the
boundary� They can be avoided by separating the out�
put yh�x� k� into a part which ful�lls the nonhomoge�
neous boundary conditions fbfyg in ���� and into a part
with homogeneous boundary conditions� There exist sy�
stematic procedures to determine the �rst part in closed
form� The second part is obtained from a rapidly conver�
gent series ��
� The result is a fully discrete stable MD
system� Its inputs are sampled versions of the excita�
tion� initial and boundary values and its output closely
resembles the output of the corresponding continuous
systems at the sampling points in time and space�
The other way to perform space discretization is to

apply the inverse SLT not only to the output signal
but to the whole structure of the hybrid system� This
poses no problem for signals that are delayed in time�
added or multiplied by a constant with respect to ��
However� in general there is no simple space domain
expression for the product of two SLT transforms like
T �� ��c�����yh���� k�� � In other words� the SLT in the
general form of ���� does not have a simple convolution
theorem� On the other hand� the situation is di�erent
for special cases like the �nite sine transform ���� Here
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Figure � Discrete model for the hyperbolic problem

we can express the inverse transform of a product by the
convolution of the corresponding space functions� e�g�

T ��f�c������yh���� k�g � c��x� � yh�x� k� �	��

with c��x� � T ��f�c�����g� The exact formulation of
the convolution requires some modi�cation of the de��
nition range of the spatial functions and is given in ��
�
The important point is� that the continuous space con�
volution in �	�� can be approximated by a cyclic discrete

convolution ���
��
	N � performed on equidistant samples

xn � nh� Applying this approach to the hyperbolic pro�
blem considered above yields a further advantage� Due
to the �nite propagation speed of signals on the trans�
mission line� the spatial function c��x� will have �nite
support much less than the length of the line� So the
numerical expense for the discrete convolution increa�
ses only linear with the number of spatial grid points�
Fig� � shows the structure of the resulting discrete model
for the transmission line� Once the coe�cient sequences
are known� the simulation consists only of performing
the additions� multiplications� delays and the convolu�
tion in the feedback path for each time step�

� NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

Numerical results for the hyperbolic problem are pre�
sented in ��
� Here we show the result for a parabolic
problem with L according to ����� It describes the dy�
namic response of the heat �ow through a two�layer slab
with convection�type boundary conditions �Robins� and
without internal sources �v�x� t� � ��� The discrete mo�
del consists of the hybrid system of �g� 	 and a numerical
inverse SLT with separation of the output�
Fig� � compares this discrete system to a standard

�nite di�erence method �Crank�Nicolson discretization�
LU �factorization� � Shown is the deviation from a refe�
rence solution over the number of �oating point ope�
rations for di�erent numbers of eigenvalues �functio�
nal transformation� and di�erent grid sizes ��nite dif�
ference�� respectively� The implementation of the dis�
crete model obviously yields a highly e�cient numerical
algorithm�

� SUMMARY

Continuous multidimensional systems� which are con�
ventionally given in terms of PDEs can also be described
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Figure � Comparison between functional transforma�
tion ����� and �nite di�erence method �� � � ��

by transfer functions� Suitable functional transformati�
ons for the time and space coordinates are the Laplace
and the Sturm�Liouville transformations� respectively�
In general� the transformation kernel of the SLT follows
from a Sturm�Liouville problem derived from the PDE�
The resulting transfer functions are of �rst order with
respect to time for parabolic problems and of second
order for hyperbolic problems�
These MD transfer functions are the starting point

for the derivation of discrete simulation models� They
are well suited for computer implementation since they
require only addition� multiplication and delay elements
and are free of implicit loops� Furthermore they prove to
be far more e�ective than existing numerical methods�
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